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ABSTRACT
The proposed demonstration is based on the work performed in
the PERCI project and presents a generic framework to access and
interact with Web Services through mobile interaction with real
world objects. The demonstration will put a focus on the front-end
of the framework that comprises augmented posters for mobile
ticketing as well as a mobile client application for the interaction
with associated services. By supporting Physical Mobile
Interaction techniques such as Touching or Pointing, the
framework tries to make mobile service interaction more intuitive
and shift its focus from the menus of mobile devices to
augmented physical objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION: MOBILE SERVICES
AND PHYSICAL MOBILE INTERACTION
Despite the advancements in Mobile Computing, the usage of
Web Services in the mobile domain is still not as advanced,
widespread and established as in Desktop Computing. Mobile
devices almost naturally suffer from different constraints like
small displays, fiddly keyboards and glutted menus which
complicate mobile interaction with Web Services and limit the
presentation of their contents.
In this context, Physical Mobile Interaction [1] can help facilitate
mobile interaction with Web Services: This interaction paradigm
benefits from the dissemination of technologies such as RFID [2],
NFC (Near Field Communication) [3], Bluetooth or visual
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markers [4] that allow the augmentation of everyday objects like
posters or leaflets with additional information for their association
with e.g. web pages or services. Complementary, mobile phones
increasingly have available the technologies to extract this
information from physical objects, process it and use it in
different applications. Physical Mobile Interaction eases the
constrained interaction with mobile phones and partially replaces
it with the more intuitive interaction with physical objects. Instead
of browsing nested and glutted menus of mobile applications,
users can simply touch or point at the things they want to interact
with. Similarly, they can discover services, connect and interact
with them by touching NFC-tags or taking pictures of visual
markers.
In this context, the proposed demonstration will present a generic
framework that takes advantage of Physical Mobile Interaction in
order to leverage and facilitate mobile interaction with Web
Services. The framework was developed in the PERCI project
(PERvasive ServiCe Interaction) [5], a collaboration between the
University of Munich and NTT DoCoMo Euro-Labs. The
demonstration will put a focus on the front-end of this framework
that comprises augmented posters for mobile ticketing and a
mobile client application for the interaction with associated
services. The next section will provide an overview of the
proposed contribution while section 3 will specify details for the
setup of the demonstration.

2. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION
The PERCI-framework leverages mobile interaction with Web
Services as it automatically generates adaptable mobile interfaces
from their semantically extended descriptions. In a first step, the
framework generates an abstract interface description which is
then transformed into different interfaces on specific mobile
platforms. Currently, the framework supports the generation of
HTML and Java ME interfaces. These mobile interfaces again
support Physical Mobile Interaction with objects from the real
world that provide information for the interaction with associated
Web Services.
The interfaces on mobile clients are complemented by physical
objects that are augmented with information for service discovery
and invocation. Mobile devices act as mediators between services

and physical objects, as they extract information from them and
use it for the interaction with their associated services. As a
prerequisite, Physical Mobile Interaction pushes features and
options for service interaction off mobile phone menus and maps
them to information on physical objects. As a result, the focus of
interaction with the mobile device is shifted and extended to the
interaction with the real world.
This kind of Physical Mobile Interaction with services does not
rely on hard-coded procedures but uses a generic typing
mechanism that matches information captured through Physical
Mobile Interaction with requested service input parameters. Every
item of information that conforms to the typing scheme of the
PERCI framework can be used with its services and either
identify them or serve as a parameter for their invocation. Using a
common information typing scheme enables different interaction
techniques besides simple service invocation. For example, crossobject interaction makes it possible to invoke a service discovered
on one physical object with parameter information acquired from
another physical object.
The demonstration will present different front-ends for using the
framework and invoking its services. It will comprise a mobile
client application with HTML- and Java ME-interfaces for
Physical Mobile Interaction with 2 posters for mobile ticketing.
The first poster implements a simplified way to buy tickets for a
public transportation system (see Figure 1). Instead of having to
understand the complicated ticketing system, inexperienced users
only have to select options for the stations they want to start their
journey from, their destination, the number of passengers as well
as the duration of the journey in order to have appropriate tickets
suggested.

Figure 2: Augmented poster for movie ticketing
Each option on the posters is augmented with a numeric identifier,
a NFC tag and a visual marker. They contain or reference the
information that is represented by the option, e.g. the name of a
movie, the number of tickets or different stations. The mobile
client application supports the Physical Mobile Interaction
techniques Touching (using NFC, see Figure 3a), Pointing (using
the recognition of visual markers, see Figure 3b) and Direct Input
of numeric identifiers (see Figure 3c) for which a user simply
types a numeric identifier into a form. Users interact with the
posters by selecting different options with their mobile devices in
an arbitrary order using the supported interaction techniques. In
the process, they extract information from the posters and use it
for the invocation of associated services.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Physical Mobile Interaction techniques Touching
(a), Pointing (b) and Direct Input (c)
User tests highlighted the usefulness and usability of this
prototype. Participants particularly described it as an intuitive,
cheap and enjoyable solution, which could for instance replace
existing automats with paper posters. Please see [6] for details.

3. DESCRIPTION AND SETUP OF
DEMONSTRATION
Figure 1: Augmented poster for transportation ticketing
The second poster allows users to purchase movie tickets and
includes appropriate options (movie title, cinema name, number
of tickets and preferred timeslots) together with a selection of
values (see Figure 2).

The setup of the proposed demonstration will consist of 2
prototype posters for mobile ticketing that have been prepared for
the Physical Mobile Interaction techniques Touching (using
NFC), Pointing (using visual markers) and the direct input of
numeric identifiers into a form. The augmented posters as well as
suitable mobile phones (e.g. Nokia 6131 NFC) will be provided in
order to show how the mobile client application interacts with the
framework and its services. For the setup of the demo, a vertical

space of approximately 2 by 2 meters will be required for putting
up the posters.
Visitors will be able to invoke ticketing services from the posters
through mobile phones using both a simple HTML-browser and a
Java ME client application that supports the interaction
techniques Touching and Pointing. They will see how interfaces
for the service invocation – though based on the same abstract
interface description – can be rendered differently depending on
which mobile device and interaction technique they use.
It has to be noted that the PERCI framework has also been
demonstrated at PERCOM 07 and WIMA 07/ NFC Competition.
Since the framework is constantly evolved, the demonstration for
MobileHCI will comprise the latest versions of the mobile client
application and the posters. It will also showcase new features
such as Physical Mobile Interaction with services across different
objects.
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